ABSTRACT In this paper, we present a new approach to realize flexible transparent strain sensors. It combines the use of transparent conductive fabric with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) through a simple and straightforward layer-by-layer assembly process. The conductive fabric is used to realize the transparent electrodes while the PDMS is utilized as both the substrate and encapsulation layers. As a concept demonstration, an interdigital capacitive sensor is designed and fabricated using the proposed approach. The fabricated sensor is then characterized in terms of its transparency and electro-mechanical nature. This is followed by the application of the sensor in several physiological sensing scenarios, including the sensing of various body-part movements and tactile sensing. Apart from a high optical transparency (∼70%), the sensor shows promising sensing results which validate the applicability of the proposed approach for realization of flexible and transparent strain sensors for wearable sensing applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wearable strain sensor has emerged as an active area of research in the field of sensing technology. This sensor works by taking advantage of the dependency between its geometry and its electrical properties. Any deformations of the object being observed caused by the strain induced to it produce structural changes of the sensor, leading to changes in the electrical response of the sensor. The interest in such sensor has grown significantly due to their potential application in the emerging human-activity monitoring and personalized healthcare systems, where the accurate and efficient acquisition of the physiological parameters of a person in a real-time and unobtrusive manner plays such a pivotal role [1] , [2] .
For great functionality in wearable applications, it is important that a strain sensor meets the requirements of high flexibility, durability/robustness, and strain sensitivity. These are to ensure the endurance of the sensor against the harsh conditions which are generally associated with the wearable environment, for instance the exposure to wetness, temperature variations, a wide range of strains from various parts of the body leading to various mechanical deformations, or even machine washing. It is also desirable to have a sensor that is able to detect a wide range of human motions upon its incorporation in clothes or attachment directly on human skin. These requirements have triggered a rapid advent of the utilization of various functional materials in the development and implementation of wearable strain sensors in recent years [3] - [30] .
Another essential parameter to be considered when it comes to the usage of sensor in wearable application is the unobtrusiveness of the sensor [1] , [31] , [32] . This factor is important to negate any inconvenience to the user while wearing it during normal activity, thus increasing the acceptance of the sensing system under any circumstances. One of the ways to achieve this is by achieving high optical transparency of the sensor. There are many methods that have been explored to develop transparent strain sensors, including deposition of graphene [4] , metal nanowires [5] , [23] , carbon nanotubes [7] , [15] , [21] , indium tin oxide films [18] , [19] , and platinum nanobelts [22] onto stretchable substrates. Although these studies have successfully provided a platform for developing sensors with optical transparency, the utilized methods are generally quite complex and cumbersome. For instance, during the deposition process of the conductive structure, a strict optimization process is required to achieve the right density of the conductive structure for a balance between a high sensing performance and transparency [5] , [7] , [15] , [19] , [21] - [23] . Moreover, the randomness of the morphology of the deposited conductive nanomesh [5] , [7] , [15] , [21] - [23] might result in reproducibility issues of a sensor with desired performance. Other studies successfully developed a transparent strain sensor based on microfluidic techniques by incorporating transparent and ionconductive liquid into elastomeric channels [11] , [24] . Nevertheless, this method may suffer from poor durability due to a possible leaking of the conductive liquid under severe deformations.
In this study, we propose a novel way of realizing a flexible and transparent strain sensor suitable for wearable applications. The approach combines commercially available transparent conductive fabric with solution-processable polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which allows for a sensor realization process that is simple, effective, reproducible, and potentially scalable, thus addressing the abovementioned issues. In contrast to previously reported conductive materials that come in the form of randomly-aligned nanomesh through a deposition process, the use of conductive fabric benefits from its availability in the form of fabric sheet with structural regularity. This allows for more-predictable sensing performance and optical transparency, and hence solves the aforementioned reproducibility issue. The integration of the conductive fabric with PDMS can also be done through a simple layer-by-layer assembly process. Thanks to the porous nature of the fabric, the PDMS-PDMS bonding formed through the pores makes possible a strong attachment between the PDMS and the conductive fabric [33] , [34] , thus providing a robust integration between the two materials, which is naturally weak [35] . Moreover, being incorporated within PDMS, the developed sensor is highly flexible and could undergo the harsh environment and stringent physical deformation possible in wearable environment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the details of the materials used. Following that, the details of the fabrication process are given in Section III together with the design of the capacitive strain sensor used as the concept demonstration. The next two sections describe the operating principle and the experimental characterization of the fabricated sensor. The latter includes the morphology, optical transparency, and wearable sensing performance. Finally, the paper concludes in Section VI.
II. MATERIALS
As the conductive elements, VeilShield, a transparent woven conductive fabric from Less EMF Inc., was utilized. The fabric is composed of monofilament polyester threads intertwining with each other in a 1:1 ratio, leading to a sheet thickness of 57 µm. Each thread is entirely coated by copper with the addition of black Nickel/Zinc layer for corrosion resistance. The distance between adjacent threads is very small, less than 0.2 mm, allowing for a highly conductive surface with an approximate surface resistivity of 0.1 /sq. On the other hand, acting as the substrate and superstrate layers which sandwich the electrodes of the sensor, PDMS was used due to its affordability, transparency, easy handling, biocompatibility, hydrophobic nature, and heat resistance [36] , [37] . The PDMS solution was prepared using a Dow Corning Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer, by mixing the base elastomer and the curing agent at a ratio of 10:1.
III. SENSOR FABRICATION
The fabrication of the sensor prototype was done in the laboratory environment. The schematic diagram of the fabrication steps is shown in Fig. 1 , which generally can be divided into the following steps: The electrodes were prepared by manually cutting the conductive fabric using a razor blade following the electrodes dimensions given in Fig. 2(a) . As can be seen, each electrode consists of four interdigital fingers with a length of 10 mm, and the distance between the two electrodes is maintained to be 1 mm. The total width and length of the sensor including the extended PDMS layers are 21 and 40 mm, respectively. This size was found to be large enough to encounter significant strain from various parts of the body.
The preparation of the substrate and superstrate layers was done by using ring-shaped molds made out of commercial laminates from Taconic with corresponding thicknesses. This was considered to be an easier way to do the layer-by-layer fabrication approach while maintaining the thickness accuracy of each layer. Thanks to the initial liquid state of PDMS, the total thickness of the sensor, which was set to 1 mm, can also be scaled easily. For measurement purposes, two copper wires were connected at the ends of both electrodes before the PDMS solution for making the superstrate layer was poured (Step 6). The attachment was done by means of a highly conductive silver epoxy from Mektronics (MG8330S). 
IV. WORKING PRINCIPLE
Due to the flexible nature of the sensor, a strain induced on it manifests in a change in the overall dimensions of the sensor as shown in Fig. 3 . For instance, when the sensor is uniaxially bent, the dimensions of the sensor change, in particular: the distance between the interdigital fingers (d) and the length (L) or the width (W ) of the sensor. These changes ( d, L, W ) result in a change in the resistance as well as the reactance of the sensor [28] . The former is mainly due to the change in the distribution of the metal coating on the threads. The latter is mainly caused by the change in capacitance. Consequently, the impedance (Z ) of the sensor changes as a function of the applied strain. Note that Z is a complex impedance and the measured values we reported in this work are the magnitude values (|Z |).
V. CHARACTERIZATION AND RESULTS
To investigate the morphology of the sensor, a Zeiss Supra 55VP scanning electron microscope (SEM) operated at 5 keV was utilized. Prior to the observation, the superstrate of the sample was partly disrupted for a better understanding of the physical structure of the PDMS-embedded conductivefabric-based sensor. The sample was mounted on conductive tape on a stub and was photographed at 134× magnification with a 6.7 mm working distance. Fig. 4 shows the top-view SEM image of the sensor sample. It can be seen from the image that the conductive fabric, comprising intertwining monofilament threads, forms a grid-shape conductive material on top of the PDMS substrate. This porous nature of the fabric allows the uncured PDMS superstrate to penetrate into the grid and bond with the PDMS substrate upon polymerization. As a result, strong integration between the conductive material and the PDMS layers, which is naturally weak [35] , can be achieved. The sensor is, therefore, more robust against deformation and most importantly, its response to the induced strain is a function of the entire structure. To characterize the optical transparency of the sensor, a rectangular sample of PDMS-embedded conductive fabric (see inset of Fig. 5 ) was examined under a Carry 5000 UVvis-NIR spectrophotometer from Agilent. As given in Fig. 5 , the fabricated PDMS-embedded conductive-fabric sensor shows approximately 70% transmittance to visible light with a wavelength ranging from 350 to 750 nm. It should be noted that the metal coating of the fabric (VeilShield) that is used in this work contains an extra corrosion-resistant layer (black Nickel/Zinc) which can absorb light. It therefore can be implied that there is a potential to have a higher optical transparency by changing the metal composition of the coating.
The flexibility of the sensor was also analyzed through a tensile-strength measurement using an EXCEED E42 Universal Test System from MTS. The sensor was fixed firmly by clampers to minimize sidewise movement. The stress was applied perpendicular to the electrode fingers with the crosshead velocity set to 0.28 mm/s. As can be seen in Fig. 6 , the developed sensor shows a linear elastic region up to a strain value of 18% followed by a nonlinear region before failure, when the strain reached approximately 48.7%. Based on Hooke's law, the Young's modulus of the sensor was found to be 4.12 MPa, which is slightly higher than that of the bare PDMS samples reported in [38] , i.e., less than 2. This can be understood since the elasticity of the fabric is apparently lower than that of the PDMS, although both are flexible as illustrated in the insets of Fig. 6 . By connecting the sensor under stretching with the LCR meter IM3536 from HIOKI using an alternating signal of 1 V RMS and 1 kHz frequency, the impedance response of the sensor as a function of tensile strain was gathered. The impedance of the sensor changes linearly (R 2 =0.98) within a 0-18% strain range with an increasing trend as can be seen in Fig. 7 . This might be predominantly caused by the decreasing capacitance of the sensor, as the gap between the interdigital fingers increases upon stretching. From the measured capacitance change of the sensor under stretching relative to its initial capacitance value, we calculated the gauge factor (GF) of the sensor to be approximately 0.87. This GF value is comparable with other reported capacitive-based flexible strain sensors, which are in the range of 0.7 to 1 [3] , [4] , [7] , [9] , [10] , [29] , [30] .
To verify the applicability of the proposed strain sensor for wearable sensing applications, four different test scenarios were conducted. The first test was done by wrapping the sensor over cylindrical structures with various radii (see Fig. 8 ) and measuring the impedance response with respect to frequency. The second and the third tests were done by directly attaching the sensor to two different body parts of a 28-year-old male volunteer, particularly those that usually induce large strains during motion, and measuring the impedance response of the sensor under repetitive large movements (see Figs. 9(a) and (b) ). Finally, the last test was a tactile sensing test which was done by attaching the sensor to a ball (radius of ∼3 cm) having a soft surface and observing the impedance response of the sensor under repetitive touching by a gloved index finger (see Fig. 9(c) ). The second to fourth scenarios were chosen as representative of small and large strain motions, to demonstrate the sensor feasibility for a wide range of real-time human-activities monitoring. To maintain the position of the sensor in each scenario especially when large strains were induced, adhesive tape was used. The impedance measurements were all done using the same LCR meter. Fig. 10 shows the impedance responses of the sensor with respect to the various bending radii applied. The impedance responses are compared with that of the unbent condition and are swept over a frequency of 1 Hz to 2 kHz. It can be seen that, due to the changes in the overall dimensions of the sensor, the impedance response changes, indicating the potential for detecting changes in strain. The values and the sensitivity of the impedances decrease over frequency. It is for the latter the frequency was set to 1 kHz for the all tests measuring impedance. Fig. 11(a) and (b) show the impedance responses of the sensor with respect to large body movements obtained from the second and third tests. The alternating signal of 1 V RMS and 1 kHz frequency was applied in the measurement. During each test, the volunteer was asked to extend and flex his arm and finger repetitively, and the sensor was positioned so that the exertion of the strain was just on the sensing area of the sensor. In each test, we observed an oscillatory pattern of the impedance response which reflected well the movement of the limbs. The peaks of the impedance corresponding to the varying position of the limbs could be distinguished easily and the repeated motions of the limbs can be precisely captured. This demonstrates the capability of the fabricated sensor for real-time detection of physiological movements. Consistent with the impedance-bending response in Figs. 7 and 10, the impedance values of the sensor increased when the strain was applied (during flexed state). The test on the elbow shows an increasing trend to a slightly greater extent than that of the finger, because of the higher strain induced to the sensor. It should also be noticed that the sensor was transparent enough that the skin or glove on which the sensor was attached could be seen through clearly (see Figs. 9(a) and (b)), verifying the unobtrusiveness required by wearable applications.
For the tactile sensing test, three different scenarios were conducted. They included simply tapping a gloved index finger on the sensor without any pressure, pressing the index finger on the sensor with ∼6 kPa pressure, and lastly with ∼10 kPa pressure. The applied pressures were approximated using a force gauge. The same 1 V RMS signal with 1 kHz frequency was applied to the sensor. During the experiments, the finger's contact region on the sensor was maintained as constant as possible. Fig. 11(c) shows the response of the sensor for the tactile sensing, where 'Untouched' and 'Touched' refer to the non-contact and contact states of the sensor with the index finger, respectively. As can be seen, the prompt and stable changes in the sensor impedance with respect to the stimuli from the index finger are apparent, interestingly, even when no pressure was applied (Fig. 11(c) left) . When the pressures induced by the finger increased, the change in the impedance also increased (Fig. 11(c) middle and right) , which we believed to be due to the physical deformation of the sensor after given a high enough pressure. It should be noted that the platform has a compressible nature, which deforms under pressure and hence so does the sensor which conforms to it. The deformation was found to intensify as the pressure increased from 6 to 10 kPa, hence the change in impedance.
The result in Fig. 11(c) left demonstrates the sensitivity of the sensor to the relative permittivity of the surrounding material as a result of capacitor fringing effect, which is typically more prominent in a coplanar design as compared to the conventional parallel-plate capacitor [14] . The human body which is a grounded conducting medium disturbs the fringe electric field around the sensor, which consequently leads to the decrease in the sensor capacitance or the increase in its impedance [14] , [30] . On the other hand, as can be seen in Fig. 11 (c) middle and right, with lesser strains induced to the sensor compared to that from the elbow and finger, the change in impedance are still detectable, demonstrating the sensor sensitivity to small strains. These two results suggest the sensor suitability for an effective tactile sensing.
Lastly, we tested the performance of the sensor under longterm repetitive strain. It was done through a repetitive cycle of bending-releasing as illustrated in Fig. 12(a) . We divided the test into 4 cycles, each with a 25-minutes test period. This was done considering the manual bending procedure by a human hand, which made it challenging to maintain the strain level induced to the sensor for a longer period of time (e.g., a continuous 100-minutes test). In each testing cycle, the level of strain induced to the sensor was kept as constant as possible to maintain the radius of curvature. We did notice slight variations (±10%) of the impedance ratio values from one testing cycle to another, which was expected due to the inevitable slight variations in the bending radius of the sensor or possibly other parameters' setup. However, more importantly, as can be seen in Fig. 12(b) , we observed the same trend of a stable impedance change, with no consistent increase or decrease in the strain-dependent impedance change, across each testing cycle. This shows the durability of the proposed sensor, which may be governed by the proper PDMS sealing to the conductive fabric, and hence regulates the morphological variation in the metal coating of the threads during repetitive deformation under an acceptable level of strain.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented how the combination of PDMS and transparent conductive fabric can be utilized to realize a transparent, highly flexible and wearable strain sensor. Compared to previously reported approaches, the use of PDMS-embedded transparent conductive fabric allows for a simple, straightforward, reproducible, and potentially scalable fabrication of transparent sensors. Thanks to the intrinsic transparency of the conductive fabric and PDMS, a high optical transparency of 70% for visible light was easily achieved. Further, we have successfully demonstrated applications of the developed sensor in detecting various strains, which include strains VOLUME 6, 2018 produced by human joint movements (e.g., elbow and finger), touches of index finger on a soft platform, and long-term repetitive bending. The results suggest the great feasibility of the PDMS-embedded conductive fabric sensor for wearable sensing applications. As future work, it is promising to explore some possibilities to develop a new conductive fabric with higher transparency and elasticity for improving the performance of the fabricated strain sensor. Some possible solutions would be the utilization of different coating materials for controlling visible-light transmittance/reflectance [39] and different thread material compositions, as well as arrangements for enhancing the fabric elasticity [40] . In addition, characterizations of the sensor performance against multiple washing and against the changes in the environmental condition, such as temperature or relative humidity will be conducted in the future. He is an Expert in mono-fed planar directional antennas with unprecedented bandwidths, device integrated antennas for wearable applications, highgain antennas with hybrid-microwave lensing, and millimeter-wave antennas for applications in broadband communication and defense sectors. He has authored/co-authored over 50 peer-reviewed journal and conference papers, two invited book chapters, and is an inventor on two patent applications.
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